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“This is without question the best CD playback
I’ve ever heard.”
Mike Silverton, contributor, Ultra Audio
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TTHHEE CCOOMMPPLLEETTEE SSOOUURRCCEE

Aurum Acoustics has applied the full power of its unique system design 
philosophy to craft an outstanding source component that breathes new life into 
CD while minimizing system hardware complexity. The Integris CDP is a true 
centerpiece for building a fine audio system.

For those wanting to get the most from their music, the Integris CDP is an elegant 
solution delivering the potential of the finest separate components in a single
package. The comprehensive design has been developed to ensure maximum
performance, ease of use, and long-term satisfaction.

TTHHEE CCOOMMPPLLEETTEE PPEERRFFOORRMMAANNCCEE

“Thanks to the Integris’ powers of retrieval, I’m discovering how much of 
my collection is just that: excellent, impinging in a few instances on goose-flesh
fantastic.”

“The Integris conveyed the music’s subtle drama in terms of precise, dynamically
meticulous localization and a richly textured harmonic palette.”

“The Integris brought magic to the music.”

- Mike Silverton, contributor, UltraAudio.com, October 2005
Select Component Award

“This is the player if you have a collection of ordinary CDs and want to enjoy them
more than you ever imagined. “

“The CDP’s ability to resolve the quiet stuff, low level information, which is where 
much of the sound experience gets its life, is one of its most remarkable features
and the music emerges from such quietness that it appears, unbounded, from its
own unique world.”

- Bob Oxley, contributing editor, Audio Ideas Guide, Fall 2005

KKEEYY FFEEAATTUURREESS

s Isolated top-loading CD transport mechanism (CDPro2M)
Mechanically decoupled and free from chassis resonance

s Anagram Quantum sample rate converter
World-leading solution for digital audio signal recovery

s 11 Input preamplifier
5 analog inputs (3 RCA, 2 XLR), 5 digital Inputs, CD
Analog volume/balance and input level trim 
Home theatre volume bypass option 
Maximum output: 8.5V RCA; 17V XLR 

s Modular design
Expansion slots for additional analog and digital modules
RS-232 port for firmware updates

s Universal programmable remote control
Ergonomic handset with intuitive hard-button design
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